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 Rules
 Build your application then follow the rules
 Lots of flavors

 SOAP
 RPC
 REST
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 Translation Memory tools
 100% match and can measure the percent 

difference:
 The sky is blue = Le ciel est bleu
 The sky is blue = 100% match
 The sky is grey = 75% match
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 It is green
 Il est vert
 Elle est vert
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 Dictionary of words, can be a specific domain.
 Mapping rules for the source and target 

languages
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 Languages with very different syntax don’t 
map well.

 Can have same issue EB has, but rules help.
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 Mathematical models built around analysis of 
language corpuses (or corpora).

 Literally looking at the likelihood of two 
words appearing next to each other in a 
sentence.
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 Lots of processing power.
 Takes time to build model.
 Can only look at a few words for context.
 Bad results if corpora has bad data.
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 Combo of RBMT and SMT.
 Often a multi-pass system.

 RB translation followed by a statistical analysis.
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 See Slide 12.
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 Slow to build neural model.
 “Slow” to translate.
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 REST API
 SMT or NMT (you choose)
 You can choose categories for SMT.
 Neural network models available for API by 

using the ‘generalnn’ category ID.
 First 2,000,000 chars free per month.
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 You can train SMT models with your own 
corpora.

 You call the model by using special API key.
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 REST API
 NMT
 $20 per 1,000,000 characters.
 You can build your own NMT models but it’s 

not cheap.
 AutoML training is $3 per hour.
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 Choice of MT engine:
 SMT
 NMT

 Google
 Microsoft
 Custom
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curl -k 

--header 'Host:es-otx.onelink-translations.com' 
--request POST 'https://es-otx.onelink-translations.com/OneLinkOTX/' 
--data 
'otx_mimetype=text/html&otx_account=otx,otxpass&otx_service=t
x&otx_content=<p>I am going for a long walk</p>' 
; echo 
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 Real time translations
 Agile Workflows
 Testing source material for MT quality
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 Keep sentences short.
 Run spell check.
 Keep terminology consistent.
 Don’t emphasize with ALL CAPS.
 Avoid & and / to get your meaning across.
 Don’t be funny, trite, or use slang.
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